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Abstract
The surface morphology of compression-moulded PP/PET blends is investigated and compared to the bulk morphology. Before compression moulding the blends are prepared by melt mixing in a Brabender plastograph. Model experiments are developed to analyse the influence
of the processing conditions and of the nature of the moulding surface on the surface and bulk morphologies. Films are prepared under
different shear conditions with PI as the moulding surface. At low shear rates the bulk and surface morphologies (size and composition) are
very similar. At high shear rates and when the PET is the dispersed phase, the nodules at the surface are highly deformed in the flow direction
while the PET nodules remaining in the bulk are undeformed. The PET concentration at the surface increases above the bulk concentration.
When PP is the dispersed phase, the surface concentration is much lower than the bulk concentration. The observed surface morphology for
samples prepared with high shearing can be explained by an interplay between the flow field and the affinity of the dispersed phase for the
moulding surface. 䉷 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Polymer blending is now an important field in polymer
research and has given many years to the development of
materials with synergetic properties. Most of the polymers
are immiscible at the molecular scale. Due to chain connectivity, the entropy of mixing is very low and without specific
interactions, biphasic systems result from melt mixing.
Many studies have dealt with the control of the phase dispersion in polymer blends. The bulk morphology created by
melt mixing is shown to depend on parameters such as:
shear rate, viscosity, viscosity ratio, elasticity, elasticity
ratio, interfacial tension reactivity of functional groups
and mixing time [1–11].
However, less is known about parameters controlling the
surface properties. Surface properties are important for biocompatibility [12–15] or adhesion [16] and receive increasing attention in literature. Theoretical [17–20] and
experimental [21–31] studies on miscible polymer blends
showed that for miscible blends at equilibrium an enriched
surface layer of the lower surface tension component exist
with a concentration gradient towards the bulk. The extent
of the surface enrichment depends on the difference in
* Corresponding author.

surface free energy, on the interaction between the polymers
and on the molecular weights. Experimentally, the surface
concentration is also shown to be influenced by kinetic parameters such as solvents used for blending [23], thermal
history [21,29,31] and changes in bulk thermodynamics
(crystallization of one of the phases) [25,26].
For immiscible (phase-separated) blends the literature
gives examples where most of the time samples are prepared
by solvent casting or spin coating generally followed by
annealing [21,24,32–41]. Most of the results indicate that
one of the driving forces behind the surface enrichment of
one phase is the difference in surface tension between the
constituents.
For PS/PMMA solution prepared blends the surface was
shown to be heterogeneous [38–41]. The surface and bulk
morphology resulting from a phase separation is also dependent on: the blending solvent, the speed of evaporation,
sample thickness and the substrate polarity. For phase-separated PVC/PMMA blends casted from THF [32–37], it is
shown by XPS and ToF-SIMMS analysis that the surface is
covered with a fine film of PMMA with a thickness of the
order of 1 nm. Underneath this film a heterogeneous blend is
found.
One of the few surface studies dealing with immiscible
polymer blends prepared by melt mixing has been attempted
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by Bhatia et al. [42]. They studied injection-moulded
samples of PPE/PA and blends. By XPS they find the surface to be matrix dominated. Compatibilization of the PPE/
PA blend decreases the surface enrichment by the matrix.
The structure of the copolymer influences the extent of this
decrease.
The scope of the present work is to analyse the surface
morphology of immiscible blends after melt processing in
relation with the bulk morphology. In a previous paper [43]
we reported on the surface analysis of a PP/PET 28/72 blend
compression moulded on a PT surface. At this volume fraction, PP is the dispersed phase. The surface analysing techniques used are time of flight secondary ion mass
spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS), lateral force microscopy (LFM)
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The three techniques reveal the same heterogeneities at the surface, showing PP nodules in the PET matrix with sizes ranging from 1
to 100 mm. ToF-SIMS images recorded with ions characteristic for PET (C 6Hþ4 , C 7OHþ4 , C 8O 3Hþ5 ,O ¹ and OH ¹) allow a
chemical mapping of the surface. In LFM, the contrast can
be associated with the difference in the nature and/or the
physico-chemical properties of the polymers present at the
surface (matrix and dispersed phase). We further conclude
that for a systematic approach of the problem SEM is the
most valuable tool for the surface analysis of PP/PET blends.
This work reports on the influence of blend composition,
flow rate during processing on the surface and bulk
morphologies of the PP/PET blend.

2. Experimental
2.1. Melt mixing and preparation of heterogeneous surfaces
Blends of poly(propylene) (PP Shell SS6500) and poly(ethyleneterephthalate) (PET ICI B90L) are prepared in
a Brabender plastograph W-50EH. The experimental

conditions are reported in Table 1. Thermal degradation of
PP is limited by the addition of 2% of Irganox 1010. The
volume percentages mentioned in Table 1 are calculated
from the weight fraction. The specific masses of both
products are determined by means of a pycnometer and
methanol at 25⬚C. The specific masses measured are
0.9 g cm ¹3 and 133 g cm ¹3 for PP and PET, respectively.
Compression moulding is performed with a Fontijne
press type SRA 100. The experimental conditions are
given in Table 1. The blends are placed in an aluminium
mould of 0.01 cm thickness. Throughout all of the work the
surface in contact with the polymer is a polyimide film (PI)
supplied by ASF. The mould is placed in the press at 280⬚C
and the blend is melted during 1 min, after which a pressure
of 1.64 MPa (10 t on a surface of 0.2 ⫻ 0.3 m 2) is applied to
the mould for 15 s. The pressure is then maintained during
various times. After compression moulding the samples are
annealed during different times at atmospheric pressure.
After annealing, the compression-moulded films are
quenched in water at room temperature.
In order to analyse the influence of the flow during the
compression moulding two different starting shapes were
used for moulding. To minimize the flow in during compression moulding, the blend after melt mixing is ground into
powder. A high speed grinder (Pulverisette-FRITSCH—
15 000 rpm, 200 mm mesh) and liquid nitrogen are used.
The size of the grains is of the same order of magnitude
as the thickness of the mould. The powder is then homogeneously spread over the entire surface of the mould and
melted prior to pressurization of the mould. In this way we
obtain samples at low shear. To maximize the flow to during
compression moulding blocks of the necessary mass were
cut from the solidified Brabender content and placed in the
middle of the mould. These blocks are then squeezed after
melting. The squeezing of the molten polymer allows us to
obtain samples at high shear (rate) during the compression
moulding.

Table 1
Processing conditions for the PP/PET blends
Melt mixing in BRABENDER
PP/PET (volume%) a
Temperature (⬚C)
rotation speed (rpm)
Mixing time (min)
Amount Irganox 1010%
Mixing atmosphere
Cooling
COMPRESSION MOULDING of films

14.5/21/28/34/40.0/50.5/60.5/70/78/86/93
280
50
5
2
N2
air

Temperature (⬚C)
Melting time (min)
Moulding time under pressure (min)
Annealing time at 280⬚C (min)
Pressure (MPa)
Cooling
Moulding surface

280
1
2, 3, 5, 10
0, 1, 5
1.6
H 2O at 20⬚C
Polyimide (PI)

a

The volume percentage given is calculated from the weight fraction added with the densities of PP and PET being 0.9 and 1.34 g cm ¹3.
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The samples’ processing conditions are reported with the
following notations: PP/PET c/(100 ¹ c) P x/y/z, where PP/
PET (c/100 ¹ c) stands for a PP/PET blend containing
c% PP by volume and P x/y/z stands for a film prepared
from powder (P) for which the melting time is x min,
the moulding time under pressure y min and the annealing
time z min. For the squeezing flow experiment, when
the blocks are used directly after Brabender mixing, B is
used.
2.2. IR spectroscopy
The bulk concentration (C b) of the dispersed phase after
grinding has been measured by means of IR spectroscopy.
The FT-IR spectrometer used is a Perkin Elmer FTIR 1760X. Spectra are recorded between 4000 and 400 cm ¹1,
averaged over 10 scans, with a resolution of 1 cm ¹1. The
absorption bands used for calibration are 2723 cm ¹1 for
PP and 1950 cm ¹1 for PET. Using the Lambert–Beer law
the PP concentration can be written as a function of the
absorbency at these wavelengths as:
Arel ¼

Cpp pp t
A2723PP
¼
A2723PP þ A1950PET Cpp pp t þ Cpet pet t

(1)

Cpp ¼

Arel pet
(pp (1 ¹ Arel ) þ Arel pet )

(2)

Table 2
The polar (g p) and disperse component (g d) of the surface tension (g ¼
g p þ g d) of PP, PET and PI

H 2O
1a-Bromonaphthalene
PP
PET
PI

Surface energy:
disperse component
g d (N m ¹1)

Surface energy:
polar component
g p (N m ¹1)

29.2 ⫾ 0.1
44.4 ⫾ 0.3
34.4 ⫾ 0.4
44.2 ⫾ 0.1
43.2 ⫾ 0.2

42.7 ⫾ 0.1
0.0 ⫾ 0.1
5.6 ⫾ 0.5
13.5 ⫾ 0.4
23.4 ⫾ 0.3

The surface images of the compression-moulded films are
obtained with the SEM working at an acceleration voltage
of 15 keV. The surface analysis is performed on three
samples analysed each on three zones of 1 cm 2. On each
of these zones, six or more pictures are systematically taken.
On each of these pictures the average diameter at the surface
(D s) and number of particles per unit area are determined.
The surface concentration (C s) is obtained from the average
nodular area at the surface multiplied with the number of
nodules per unit area at the surface.
2.4. Surface energy measurements

where A rel, A, C,  and t are, respectively, the relative absorbance, the absorbance, bulk concentration, the extinction
coefficient and the thickness of the films, with obvious
indices.
The extinction coefficients for the absorption bands at
2723 cm ¹1 for PP and 1950 cm ¹1 and PET are determined
by measuring the absorption as a function of the thickness of
pure PP and PET films. The slope of the linear regression
between thickness and absorption gives direct access to this
coefficient. The extinction coefficients obtained are
0.0031 cm ¹1 and 0.0037 cm ¹1 for PP and PET, respectively,
at 2723 cm ¹1 and 1950 cm ¹1. The correlation coefficient
of the fittings are 0.9995 and 0.9994 for PP and PET,
respectively.
2.3. SEM and image analyses
The scanning electron microscope used is a Hitachi S570. The samples are covered with a 15 nm thick layer of
AuPd. The sputtering device used is a Balzers Union SCD
040. The images are treated with a Kontron image analyser
equipped with the IBAS-II system. The contrast (grey
levels) is not sufficient to carry out an automatic analysis.
Every image has to be hand-treated, by approximating the
contours by circles or polygons.
Bulk morphology is determined on cryogenically fractured surfaces. The number average diameter of the dispersed phase (D b) is obtained by analysing three different
zones including at least 200 measured nodules.

The surface energy of the polymers is determined by
means of contact angles of water and a-bromonaphthalene.
These were measured with a video camera and an image
analysis system (Electronisch Ontwerpsbureau De Boer,
The Netherlands) providing an evaluation of the contact
angle at the triple point and its deduction from the height
and the width of the drop [44,45]. The drop volume was
0.3 ml. The surface energy (g) was deduced from the contact
angles, using the Wu harmonic-mean equation [46]:
gl (1 þ cosv) ¼ 4(

gdl þ gds
gpl þ gps
)
þ
4(
) ¹ pe
gpl gps
gdl gds

(3)

where pe is the spreading pressure, the subscripts l and s
refer to the liquid and the solid, respectively, and the exponents d and p refer to the dispersion and polar contributions,
respectively.
a-Bromonaphthalene was considered to have only dispersion interactions with the surface. The surface tension of the
liquids are given in Table 2. They are obtained by means of
a reference surface, PARAFILM威, on which the surface
energy is entirely determined by dispersion interactions.
Poly
3. Results and discussion
3.1. IR calibration
The relative absorbance is measured for films over the
entire composition range for samples prepared from powder
and pieces corning from the Brabender. In Fig. 1 the
measured PP concentration in the films is given as a function
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Fig. 1. The PP measured concentration as a function of the added PP
concentrations in the blend. The graph compares films prepared by powder
and pieces coming from the Brabender where the symbols used are: B for
PP/PET x/1-x P and A for PP/PET x/1-x B blends.

of the added concentration. The measured concentration is
obtained from Eq. (2). For samples prepared from powder a
deviation between the added and measured concentration is
found. This deviation corresponds to a loss in dispersed
phase. PP and PET are highly incompatible, leading to
poor interfacial adhesion. During cryogenic grinding of
the blend, fracture surfaces are created. In this way nodules
are exposed to the surface and lost during the grinding.
When PP is the dispersed phase the loss is larger than
when PET is the dispersed phase. Going further in the
explanation presented above of nodule losses, this can be
understood from the difference in thermal expansion coefficients. The thermal expansion coefficient of PP is larger
than for PET considering the fact that the samples are
quenched sufficiently fast to prevent PET from crystallizing
[47]. During the rest of the work the bulk concentration used
will be the measured concentrations.
3.2. Compression moulded PP/PET films at low shear
3.2.1. Variation of blend composition at constant processing
conditions
The influence of blend composition on the surface morphology has been analysed for films prepared from meltmixed blends ground into powder. The shear exerted on the
system during melt mixing remains low. In this section, for
all films, the melting time is 1 min, the moulding time under
pressure is 2 min and the time of annealing 0 min (PP/PET
x/1 ¹ x P 1/2/0). Fig. 2a, c, e shows typical SEM images of
the surface of the following systems: PP/PET 28/72, 86/14
and 50/50 P 1/2/0. Fig. 2b, d, f shows fractured surfaces
exhibiting the bulk morphology of the respective blends.
At low PP concentration, PP forms the dispersed phase
(e.g. PP/PET 28/72) and at high PP concentration, PET is
the dispersed phase (e.g. PP/PET 86/14). One can see in
Fig. 2a–d that when the bulk morphology is nodular the
surface morphology remains spherical. In between these

Fig. 2. SEM images taken on the surface of compression-moulded films of
(a) PP/PET 28/72 P 1/2/0, (c) PP/PET 86/14 P 1/2/0, (e) PP/PET 50/50 P
1/20 and on fractured blends showing the bulk morphology of (b) PP/PET
28/72, (d) PP/PET 86/14, (f) PP/PET 50/50.

concentration regions a phase inversion occurs. Fig. 2e, f
shows that both the bulk morphology and the surface
morphology are cocontinuous.
In the case where PET is the dispersed phase (Fig. 2c) the
lack of adhesion between PP and PET and the sticking of
PET to the PI moulding surface leads to the retention of
most of the PET nodules on the PI film. In these conditions
the surface morphology presents holes instead of PET
nodules. In the following the size and concentration of dispersed PET at the surface are obtained from analysing the
holes left by PET.
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Fig. 3. Size of the dispersed phase at the surface and in the bulk as a
function of blend compositions where B is the average diameter in the
bulk and, A is the average diameter at the surface.

For all the systems, image analysis of the micrographs has
been performed (Fig. 2 a, c, e). The average size and concentration of the dispersed phase at the surface are determined as a function of bulk composition. Fig. 3 gives the
dispersed phase size in the bulk (nodule diameter: D b) and at
the surface (D s) as a function of the bulk PP volume concentration. As explained in the experimental section, the
bulk concentration (C pp) is corrected for the loss in dispersed phase by means of IR spectroscopy.
The concentration region for phase inversion is situated
between 40 and 60% PP. This concentration region is the
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same for both the bulk and surface of the blends. The
diameter in the bulk follows the experimental relation
with C þ C 2 as determined by Favis et al. [3]. The dispersed
phase size at the surface is larger than in the bulk when PET
is the dispersed phase and smaller when PP is the dispersed
phase. Fig. 4a, b shows the bulk and the surface morphology
of films fractured for both systems (Fig. 4a: PP/PET 86/42 P
1/2/0 and Fig. 4b: 28/72 P 1/2/0). In Fig. 4b a PP nodule is
shown emerging at the surface while Fig. 4a shows a hole
left by a PET. This behaviour can be explained by the interfacial tension difference between the different constituents:
PP, PET and the moulding surface PI. Direct access to the
interfacial energy values at the processing temperature is
difficult. However, the surface energy at room temperature
of the different polymers (PI, PP and PET) gives a qualitative image of the interfacial tension. Effectively (i) the
magnitude of difference in polarity expresses primarily the
interfacial tension between two phases and (ii) the polar part
of the surface tension is roughly independent of temperature
[48].
Table 2 gives the polar and the dispersion components of
the surface energy of the polymers. The absolute value of
the surface energy is dependent on the experimental conditions and theoretical frame used. The values have therefore to be used only in a comparative way. The polarities of
PET and PI are much higher than that of PP. The interfacial
tension between PP and PI is thus higher than that between
PET and PI. This explains the large contact angles of PP
nodules with the PI surface, the nodules being dispersed in a
PET matrix.

Poly

Fig. 4. Fractured films of PP/PET 86/14 P 1/2/0 and PP/PET 28/72 P 1/2/0. The figures show nodules (or holes left by nodules) present at the surface of the bulk
(P1). The contact angle v taken by the dispersed phase is influenced by its affinity for the moulding surface.
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Fig. 5. Surface concentration as a function of bulk concentration where B is
PP/PET P.

Fig. 5 reports the variation of the surface concentration as
a function of the PP volume fraction (corrected for the loss
of dispersed phase during grinding).
It is observed that when PET is the dispersed phase
the bulk concentration is very close to the surface
concentration.
On the other hand, when the PP is the dispersed phase, its
surface concentration is much lower than in the bulk. To
explain the deviation from linearity between surface and
bulk concentrations in the composition range where PP is
the dispersed phase, a theoretical surface concentration is
calculated. The nodule cross-section in the bulk multiplied
by the number of nodules per unit area at the surface gives
the concentration that would be present at the surface, if the
dispersed phase had the same diameter at the surface as in
the bulk (C sd b). The value of C sd b now is used in comparison with the experimentally determined surface concentration (C s). Table 3 gives C s and C sd b at three different PP
concentrations in the bulk (C b). The C sd b is closer to the
surface concentration C s than to the bulk concentration (C b).
Thus there is a lower number of nodules per unit area at the
surface than in the bulk. If the C sd b value would have been
equal to C b the difference in surface and bulk concentration
could have been attributed to the difference in size. Now the
difference in concentration is not only caused by difference
in size. Therefore, to explain the lower number of nodules
per unit area at the surface than in the bulk, a deeper

Fig. 6. SEM image of the surface of the ground powder of a PP/PET 28/72
Zone 1: fracture surface on grain, Zone 2: non-fracture surface.

investigation of the starting morphology and the mechanisms of compression moulding is necessary.
Fig. 6 SEM shows the surface of the ground powder of a
PP/PET 28/72 blend. Two different zones can distinguished:
first (zone 1) a fracture surface where the dispersed phase is

Table 3
Surface concentration of PP/PET blends with PP as dispersed phase
Cab (%)

Cbs (%)

C sdcb (%)

Ddb (mm)

Des (mm)

15.4
19.7
21.5

6.9
8.4
13.0

9.4
9.6
13.2

5.2
6.6
11.8

3.48
5.75
11.7

a
C b ¼ blend bulk PP concentration (%); bC sd b ¼ surface concentration
PP if the average diameter at the surface was the same as in the bulk (%);
c
C s ¼ surface concentration PP (%); dD s ¼ measured average diameter at
the surface (mm); eD b ¼ average diameter in the bulk (mm).

Poly

Fig. 7. Image of the surface of the blend (PP/PET 86/14 P 1/0/0) melted for
1 min without applying pressure on the mould.
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exposed and, secondly (zone 2), non-fractured zones where
no dispersed phase is present at the surface. Because grinding leaves a small amount of non-fractured surface an
important loss can take place at the fracture surface.
The surface heterogeneity of the ground powder is clearly
shown in Fig. 7. It shows the surface of a sample obtained
from melting this powder for 1 min (PP/PET 78/22 P 1/0/0).
No pressure was applied to the molten polymer. The powder
was homogeneously spread in the mould. Zones of high and
low concentrations of dispersed phase can be clearly distinguished on the micrograph. When pressure is applied, the
flow in the mould is very low and zones with different concentrations of dispersed phase are still visible.
The loss of dispersed phase during grinding is more
important when PET is the matrix (Fig. 1b). This explains,
in our opinion, the difference in concentration in the bulk
and at the surface after compression moulding under the
experimental conditions (Fig. 5).

Table 4
The dispersed phase size at the surface (D s) and surface concentration (C s)
at various compression moulding times and this for a PP/PET 28/72 and a
PP/PET 86/14 blend where PP and PET are the respective dispersed phases

3.2.2. Variation of processing conditions at constant blend
compositions
The objective of this section is to investigate the influence
of processing time on the surface morphology. First the bulk
morphology has been examined as a function of time at
280⬚C under static conditions. The results are reported in
Fig. 8 for PP/PET 86/14 and 28/72 blends. The increase of
the bulk phase size during the investigated time scale
remains small. Theoretical and experimental results have
already shown that the behaviour is related to the polymer’s
high viscosity [49,50].
In this series of experiments, the dispersed phase size and
concentration at the surface for a PP/PET 28/72 P and a PP/
PET 86/14 P blend are determined as a function of moulding time under pressure (1/x/0 with x ¼ 2, 3, 5 min) and
annealing time (1/2/x with x ¼ 0 and 5 min). Table 4 shows
that both the concentration and the size of the dispersed

Squeezing flow has been used to produce films where the
starting morphology is sheared to a much larger extent
(Fig. 9). Therefore blocks of the blend coming directly
from the Brabender have been compression moulded with
polyimide as moulding surface. The PP surface concentration corresponding to three different compositions (PP/
PET 86/14 B 1/2/0, 78/22 B 1/2/0 and 28/72 B 1/2/0) and
measured on two different zones of the samples (zones 1 and
8) are reported in Table 5. For comparison, the table also
reports the results of the surface concentration for ground
samples processed at low shear (see previous paragraph).
The blend composition mentioned in Table 5 is the weight
percentage added during melt mixing in the Brabender. The
bulk concentration for the samples at low shear is lower than
the blend composition due to the loss in dispersed phase
during grinding.

Time

PP/PET 28/72 p
D s (mm)
C s (%)

PP/PET 86/14 p
D s (mm)
C s (%)

1/2/0
1/3/0
1/5/0
1/2/5

5.7
6.4
5.0
5.2

5.2
6.4
5.8
5.1

10.6
11.0
11.1
12.0

87.5
86.1
86.3
86.0

phase are independent of time. There is no significant evolution of the surface morphology with time. Longer compression moulding times could not be analysed because of
PP degradation. During pressure increase the flow velocity
is low.
3.3. Compression-moulded PP/PET films at high shear

3.3.1. PET dispersed phase
In Table 5, for blends with PET as dispersed phase (PP/
PET 86/14, 78/22) and high shear the surface concentration
of PP in zone 1 is lower than in the bulk and than that

Poly

Fig. 8. Dispersed phase size in the bulk as function of time at 280⬚C where:
A is PP/PET 28/72 blends and B is PP/PET 86/14 blends. The coalescence
of the dispersed phase has a small influence on the increases of average
diameter under the time scales influenced.

Fig. 9. Compression moulding of pieces directly coming from the Brabender. They are placed in the middle of the mould and sheared progressively
during compression moulding. Zones 1 and 8 will be analysed.
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Table 5
The PP surface and bulk concentration of PP/PET blends at three different compositions of films prepared by squeezing flow (PP/PET 86/14 B 1/2/0, 78/22 B 1/
2/0 and 28/72 B 1/2/0). The surface has been analysed in two different zones: zone 1 and zone 8 (see Fig. 9). The table also mentions the results of the surface
concentration for samples where the shear during processing was low
Blend composition

Dispersed
phase

PP/PET P low shear
Bulk (%PP)

PP/PET B high shear
Surface (%PP)

Bulk
(%PP)

Surface zone 1
(%PP)

Surface zone 8
(%PP)

28/72
78/22
86/14

PP
PET
PET

19.5
83
89

8.4
84
87

28
78
86

2.7
70
76

3.9
84
95

measured on films prepared at low shear. Micrographs of the
same zone 1 (Figs 10 and 11) show that the dispersed phase
at the surface is elongated into threads. Fig. 11 also shows
that the bulk of the film remains undeformed.
Table 5 shows that for zone 8, the surface concentrations
of PP for both blends are higher than in the bulk. The difference between the bulk and surface concentration is larger
for compression-moulded films at high shear. The dispersed
phase (PET) at the surface in zone 8 for PP/PET 86/14 is not
elongated into threads but remains nodular.
The compression moulding induces a flow field where the
shear rate at the surface is higher than in the bulk. The shear
rate is also a function of the radial distance. We conclude
that the morphology of the dispersed phase at the surface is
clearly influenced by the flow velocity and this effect is
restrained to the surface.

If, during the advancement of the flow front, a PET
nodule makes contact with the surface, the increase of its
surface with the polyimide is energetically favoured. The
energy needed to deform the nodule against surface tension
will be delivered by the flow field. In a way the PET is
retained by the moulding surface and sheared into threads.
The smaller the particles (surface tension/radius) the larger
the energy required to deform the nodules on the surface
into threads. This hypothesis is confirmed by the observation that in zones where the surface morphology is threadlike, the small nodules retain more or less their circular
shape (Figs 10 and 11).
3.3.2. PP dispersed phase
When PP is the dispersed phase (PP/PET 28/72 B 1/2/0)
the surface concentration for films prepared at high shear is

Poly

Fig. 10. Micrograph taken by SEM of the surface of a PP/PET 78/22 film, showing holes as the remainders of PET at the surface. The PET sticks to the
moulding surface during demoulding. The dispersed phase can be seen to be strongly elongated in the flow direction.
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This is not the case when PP is the dispersed phase, this
has to be attributed to the experimental set up (loss of
nodules). Finally for processing times shorter than 8 min
no change of the dispersed phase size and of concentration
at the surface is observed.
When the shear on the blend is high, the surface morphology is strongly influenced by the interplay between flow and
the affinity of the dispersed phase for the contact surface
while the bulk morphology remains undeformed. In the case
where the dispersed phase (PET) has a higher affinity for the
moulding surface than the matrix, the surface is enriched in
dispersed phase and when there is no affinity for the moulding surface the dispersed phase (PP) shows a tendency to
enter into the bulk.
In a following paper we will report on the influence of the
polarity of the moulding surface. The influence of the blend
viscosity ratio on the relation between surface and bulk
morphologies will also be analysed.
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Fig. 11. SEM picture of a cryogenic fractured PP/PET 78/22 film, showing
the PET in the bulk to be non-deformed while the PET at the surface is
strongly elongated.

lower than for samples prepared at low shear (Table 5). The
dispersed phase at the surface was not deformed but
remained nodular all over the sample (Fig. 12). PP, having
a lower surface energy then PET, has a tendency to go into
the bulk in order to decrease its interfacial area with PI.

4. Conclusions
The aim of this work was to investigate the relation existing between the surface and the bulk morphology in heterogeneous polymer materials after compression moulding.
The influence of blend composition and processing conditions have been examined, keeping the moulding surface
constant.
It is found that when a very low shear is applied the bulk
and surface morphologies are very similar. However, the
difference of polarity between the moulding surface, the
dispersed phase and the matrix phase induces a difference
in dispersed phase size between the surface and bulk. The
dispersed phase size at the surface is different than in the
bulk. The difference can be attributed to the polarities of
the moulding surface, the dispersed phase and the matrix. It
is also shown that the concentration at the surface is equal to
the bulk concentration when PET is the dispersed phase.
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